[Frozen shoulder. Diagnosis and therapy].
The condition of shoulder stiffness is often called adhesive capsulitis or frozen shoulder. It is regarded as a distinct clinical entity showing a benign and regular course. The major clinical feature is significant reduction in both active and passive range of motion (ROM) accompanied by stage-dependent pain, allowing for a clinical diagnosis. There are primary and secondary forms, the former having an unknown etiology and increased occurrence in patients with metabolic disorders and the latter being seen with prior injury or operation. Three stages, each lasting 4-6 months, mark the clinical course. The progression of the disease is self-limiting and may occasionally resolve in partial restitution. In the first stage ("freezing"), the shoulder continuously loses passive motion and causes worsening pain. Continuing stiffness and improvements in pain and inflammation are characteristic of the second stage ("frozen"). In the third stage ("thawing"), restriction of shoulder motion decreases, and ROM increases. Treatment should be adjusted to these stages. Recommendations include analgesics and joint injections in the first stage and physiotherapy in combination with manual therapy in the second and third stages. In cases of failure, passive exercise under interscalene block, manipulation under general anesthesia, or arthroscopic arthrolysis should be considered.